Grade: 4th
Subject: Language Arts

Expectation(s): Can use reference materials (encyclopedias, dictionaries, internet) to locate information

Materials needed: Attached worksheet

Teaching and learning tips/strategies:
- To extend this activity, use the internet to access online versions of a dictionary, encyclopedia and atlas to see if your student can find the requested information.
- Don’t forget to praise your student’s efforts!
Study Skills

Tell where you would look to find the information you need below. Write F for fiction, E for encyclopedia, D for dictionary, and A for atlas.

___________  Where jaguars live

___________  A map of Africa

___________  The characters in Chapter 1

___________  The tallest mountain in the world

___________  Two meanings for the word fly

___________  The population of Kansas

___________  How to spell the word tomorrow

___________  All about President Andrew Jackson